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Update 

 

Wake Relief Community Project/ Field Trip 

     We have been working on communities and 

citizenship in social students and reading. 

Second grade is tentatively scheduled to go to 

Wake Relief in October to support this unit.  We 

will begin collecting food on September 25th.  

Please consider donating items like pasta, 

canned goods, baby diapers, baby food.  More 

information is coming soon. 

Wake Relief Poster Help 

We need a few parents to make posters to 

promote our food drive.  We will hang the 

posters throughout the school. If you are 

available to come to school to make a poster (or 

you can make it at home if you would like), 

please email me and let me know which day is 

best for you.  We have markers and poster 

board so you do not need to buy anything.   

Wake Relief Boxes 

We also need empty boxes in good condition so 

that we can store our food collection. 

Wake Relief Thank you 

Thank you in advance for supporting this 

project.  

 

Picture Day 

Wednesday, October 11th 

 

 

 

 

Literacy 

For the next few weeks we will continue with 

the following:  

 Ask and answering questions using 

who, what, where, when, why and who.  

 Use information from the illustration to 

demonstrate understanding of the 

characters setting or plot.  

 Practice speaking skills by participating 

in conversations and following agreed 

upon rules for discussion (gaining the 

floor in respectful ways, listening to 

others with care and speaking one at a 

time) 

 We are going to read the Invisible Boy 

by Trudy Ludwig and do some activities.  

Here is the link to the read aloud 

version. Please feel free to listen to it so 

that the students are familiar with it.   

https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?f

r=mcafee&p=the+invisible+boy+read+aloud#id=

2&vid=36f14cfd124104bb5c037683ae91eec5&a

ction=click 

 

Math 

We will continue to work on fluently adding and 

subtracting. We will also look at word problems. 

To find more addition and subtraction videos, 

go to my website, click on the resources tab, 

scroll down to the bottom and you’ll see 

addition and subtraction videos. 

http://colinchameleons.weebly.com 
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Make a Ten: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzqCG0O8

bmo&feature=youtu.be 

Counting On 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MW36Kfw

FHec&feature=youtu.be 

 

Social Studies 

We will continue our unit on communities.   
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